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Aeronautical pentathlon
"I like pressure. I act better if I am under

pressure, so it's fine."
— Rocio Gonzalez of Spain

Gonzalez was obviously in her element at the
Wuhan Games, where she finished 12th.

Archery
"The target is my real rival."

— Linda Coyac of France
Luckily, Coyac focused her arrows on the real

target, winning gold in the para women's individual
final.

Badminton
"I don't feel stressed at all. We play for

pleasure. We know we can't win."
— Nathan Condomines of France

Condomines knows that participating is the most
important.

Basketball
"It would be very crazy to play with China in

China." — Sebastian Harke of Germany
Harke expressed a certain trepidation at the

possibility of taking on the host nation at Wuhan
2019. In the event, the two teams did not clash as

China went on to win the bronze medal.

Beach volleyball
"In Africa, we are always in summer, it's

hot, so it was very difficult for us."
— Penelope Musabyimana of Rwanda

Musabyimana lamented the cool, wet
weather during her competition.

Boxing
"I was born in a rural village and my

parents are farmers. With boxing, my family
and I have lived a better life."

— Dou Dan of China
Dou, women's welterweight gold medallist,

spoke of the benefits that sport can bring.

Diving
"We have never dived together and today

we made it work."
— Iuliia Timoshinina of Russia

Timoshinina got it right the first time
with her synchronised platform partner Anna
Chuinyshena of Russia, winning the silver
medal.

Fencing
"We've fenced many times and I didn't

win. Ever."
— Julia Walczyk of Poland

Women's individual foil fencer Walczyk lost
to Olympic champion Inna Deriglazova of
Russia again. But she has the consolation of a
bronze medal this time.

Football
"Oman are very good. But we are better."

— Moses Jona of Brunei
Jona provided a simple explanation as to

how his team beat the 2015 silver medallists
Oman 1-0 in the quarter-finals.

Judo
"That's what soldiers do: teamwork."

— Coach Lv Miaomiao of China
Lv explained how, by applying their

military training to their sport, the Chinese
women's judoka team was able to win gold.

Military pentathlon
"I don't throw [grenades] that much. I do a

lot of throwing the ball with my dog, so
perhaps that's the secret, but please don't tell
anyone." — Marius Dreyer of Norway

Dreyer revealed his secret training regime
after recording a personal best in the throwing

element of military pentathlon.

Modern pentathlon
"It is my first time in the Military World Games. I

am very happy that I accomplished this at a very young
age (19)."

— Salma Abdelmaksoud of Egypt
Abdelmaksoud expressed her joy after her country

won the gold medal in modern pentathlon mixed relay
on Oct. 26.

Naval pentathlon
"Today I can get to sleep. Yesterday, I was just

crying."
— Nadia Skyggelund of Denmark

Skyggelund recovered from her bad performance the
day before and gained confidence from her new
swimming result.

Open water swimming
"Oh, I'm silver? OK. I'm happy."

— Logan Fontaine of France
Fontaine got a pleasant surprise after finishing in

second place, beating Russia's Anton Evsikov by just
two-tenths of a second after 5kms of hard slog.

"At the finish she is a monster, I can't swim
like that." — Oceane Cassignol of France

Cassignol commented on what set her
great rival Ana Marcela Cunha of Brazil
apart over 10kms.

Orienteering
"In Austria we don't have these rice

fields and bushes."
— Mathias Peter of Austria

Peter found himself in unfamiliar
terrain in Wuhan.

"This is not like Holland; Holland is
completely flat and here you have to go
up and down. When you're in the forest,
you're just thinking, 'hell, another hill,'
and you go down and go up... I met a
bear in the forest. You should see the
state of the bear."

— Marco Smulders of the Netherlands
Smulders commented on the rise and

fall of the men's individual long distance
final and joked about how he got injured.

Parachuting
"Girls at our age probably prefer

dressing up, but we prefer flying down."
— Wang Ping of China

Wang knows what she likes after

winning gold in the women's team accuracy event.

Track and field
"If I had prepared for the Games it would have

been so easy."
— Nelly Korir of Bahrain

Korir realises what might have been after
finishing third in the women's 1500m.

"I'm a master of the third attempt."
— Pawel Wojciechowski of Poland

Practice makes perfect for Polish pole vaulter
Pawel Wojciechowski.

Volleyball
"I won gold at the Beijing 2008 Olympic

Games and now I've won this gold. I think China
is lucky for me."

— Welissa Gonzaga of Brazil
Gonzaga had good results in China.

Wrestling
"Bring back some tea. Chinese tea. Good tea."

— Oleksandr Chernetskyy of Ukraine
Wrestler Chernetskyy revealed his priority in

coming to the Wuhan Games was not to win
a medal.

Mariya Lasitskene of Russia clears
a championship record of 2.01m at
the women's high jump. （Xinhua）

Athletes compete in the obstacle run of the aeronautical pentathlon.
Photo by Li Yonggang

In the 7th CISM Military World Games, the armed forces of different countries enjoyed
amazing sports and created magical memories for the world.

The military athletes ran, threw, jumped, swam, cycled, grappled and sweated their way to medals
and glory. We take a look at some of the best quotes from the Games' 12 days of action.

Fencer celebrates victory Photo by Xu Weiwei

QuotesQuotes
of the Gamesof the Games

France (white) against the Netherlands at the women's volleyball （Xinhua）Winfred Yavi of Bahrain in the women's 300m steeplechase （Xinhua）


